
  Handout 3.10 

Rat Feces Exercise 
 

Read the following narrative information carefully: 
  

The worker walked into the kitchen and observed rats scurrying under 
the cabinets when the light was turned on. Feces were all over the 
floor. The client’s daughter said her mother liked rats but she didn’t 
like people. Mrs. Jones said she was surprised that the rats stayed 
around with so little food in the house, then she walked out of the 
room.  
 
Now read the following statements about the narrative. Circle “T” if the statement is true, “F” 
if the statement is false, and “Q” if you do not know if it’s true or false.  
 

T   F   Q 1.  Rat feces covered the kitchen floor.  
T   F   Q  2.  The client’s daughter didn’t provide her mother with enough  
       food. 
T   F   Q 3.  It was reported that the client liked people.  
T   F   Q  4.  The worker turned on the kitchen light.  
T   F   Q  5.  Mrs. Jones liked rats.  
T   F   Q  6.  Someone turned on a light.  
T   F   Q 7.  Mrs. Jones doesn’t like people.  
T   F   Q  8.  There was not very much food in the kitchen.  
T   F   Q  9.  The client is ambulatory.  
T   F   Q   10. Mrs. Jones went to another room after she talked to the  
                 worker.  
T   F   Q  11. Rats went under the cabinets when the light was turned on.  
T   F   Q 12. The worker interviewed the client and her daughter.  
T   F   Q 13. The client’s house was not very clean.  
T   F   Q  14. The worker walked into the kitchen.  
T   F   Q  15. Age of the client was not revealed in this part of the  
        narrative. 
T   F   Q  16. Mrs. Jones was hungry.  
T   F   Q  17. The narrative mentions three people: the worker, the client,  
        and the client’s daughter.    
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